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ABSTRACT
This report summarizes work done under NASA Grant NAG2-753 awarded to the
University of Colorado. The project goal was to build a far-infrared heterodyne spec-
trometer for NASA's Kuiper Airborne Observatory, and to use this instrument to observe
atomic and molecular spectral lines from the interstellar medium. This goal was success-
fully achieved. Detections of particular note have been the 370 gm line of neutral atomic
carbon, the 158 lu.m transition of ionized carbon, many of the high-J rotational lines of
12CO and 13CO between J=9-8 and J=22-21, the 119gm and 163 lam rotational lines of
OH, the 219 gm ground-state rotational line of H2 D÷, and the 63 gm fine structure line of
neutral atomic oxygen. All of these lines were observed at spectral resolutions exceeding
1 part in 10 6, thereby allowing accurate line shapes and Doppler velocities to be meas-
ured.
I. Technical Overview
The following synopsis relies on the detailed presentations available from cited pub-
lications included here as Appendices. A list of corresponding publications is included on
page 13. References to individual entries are noted in the text by a number in brackets
(e.g., [I]). The text below begins with a technical review of the spectrometer and then
details the specific astronomical observations accomplished with this instrument.
Our FIR heterodyne spectrometer has the 4 basic subsystems characteristic of most
heterodyne instruments: a local oscillator (LO), a mixer, an intermediate-frequency (IF)
amplifier, and a multi-channel radio-frequency signal analyzer (either a filter bank or an
acousto-optic spectrometer: AOS).
The LO is an optically-pumped laser, and the mixer is a cooled Schottky-diode in a
special corner-reflector mount. These components, together with the IF amplifier, are the
critical "front-end" components of the spectrometer, and they are the only ones actually
mounted on the telescope. The "back-end" components such as the filter bank are
mounted in the experimenters' rack. They are non-critical in that they affect the resolu-
tion but not the sensitivity of the spectrometer. For this reason, a heterodyne
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spectrometerhasa very practicaladvantageover anincoherentinstrumentfor high reso-
lution spectroscopy.A heterodynespectrometerdoesits spectralanalysisafter "detec-
tion" whereas a spectrometer using incoherent detection does its resolving before detec-
tion. In this latter case, the inevitable losses and extraneous emissions of the spectrome-
ter reduce the signal-to-noise ratio from that obtainable with a perfect instrument. On the
other hand, the coherent (heterodyne) spectrometer does have an additional but funda-
mental source of noise from quantum fluctuations. Realistically however, the quantum-
noise level of a heterodyne receiver even at X= 100gm is only TQ=140 K, or about
10-21 W Hz -l/2, and thus is negligible compared to the non-fundamental noise of current
receivers. Perhaps the most obvious advantage of heterodyne spectroscopy is its capabil-
ity for ultra-high resolution. A velocity resolution <1 km/s can easily be achieved with a
velocity-scale accuracy limited only by the knowledge of the laser and source line-
frequencies.
The front-end components of our airborne spectrometer weigh 200 lbs. and have a
moment of 800 ft-lbs, measured from the center of the air bearing on the KAO. The size
of the laser-frame dictates the overall size of the front-end hardware. The frame is 40" L
x 13.5" W x 8" H and consists of four 1-inch O.D. invar rods that separate 2 insulating
granite end-plates. A 40" x 13.5" aluminum plate is attached to the top of the laser frame,
and on it are positioned all the optical components of the spectrometer. The entire
assembly fits halfway into the instrument cavity at the Nasmyth focus position. The other
half of the spectrometer protrudes beyond the position of the standard instrument flange,
but is braced to the instrument cavity. The standard instrument-mounting flange is
removed, of course. More details of the instrument along with additional references may
be found in the Proceedings of the 1994 Airborne Astronomy Symposium [3].
II. Scientific Program
FY91 Results
During FY91 the spectrometer was flown in four flight series: 1 GII. flight in Febru-
ary, 1991 and 1 5-hr flight for us, 3 flights in March 1991 in NZ, 2 flights and 1 G.I. flight
in August 1991, and 3 G.I. flights in Oct. 91.
(A) Detection of the H2 D+ fundamental at 1370 GHz
The molecular ion H 3 is perhaps the most critical component in ion-molecule
theories of interstellar chemistry. Its pivotal role is to initiate the formation of most
molecular ions which in turn produce the more complicated neutral species. Unfor-
tunately the observation of H3+ is hampered in dense molecular clouds because the ion
has no permanent dipole moment and hence no allowed dipole transitions. The deu-
terated variant, H2 D+, however, does have a moment of 0.6 D and permitted transitions.
H2 D+ also has a special chemical significance, because it is thought to be the source of
the enhanced deuterium fractionation of molecules seen in cold clouds.
In Dec., 1990, and February, 1991, we searched for the 1m -000 rotational transition
of H2 D+ at 1370 GHz (219gm) in several galactic molecular clouds. Since this para-
species transition is linked to the ground state, H2 D+ could be detected in absorption
against strong continuum sources as well as in emission from gas with densities near the
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-2 × 108cm-3 requiredto thermalizethe J=l rotationallevel. H2D+could exist in such
denseregions,as its formation is thought to be a productof cosmic ray ionization of
molecularhydrogenfollowed by a protonexchangereaction.
TheresultsonM42/IRc2areshownin Figure 1of AppendixA, which is a reprint of
the Ap. J. (Letters)publication [1]. The absorptionline is a7-0"detection,centeredat a
VLs_Of 3.8--+1.3km s-l. If we interpretit asthe 1370GHz 101-0_ transitionof para-
H2D , thenthevelocity is closeto the 5 km s-t VLSRof the"hot core' sourcenearandin
front of IRc2. The linewidth (FWHM) of 17-+3.5kms-1 is also similar to the 10-
15kms-l valuesnoted for the "hot core". We have alreadyseenOH at l19_m in
absorptionagainsthecontinuumof IRc2at a similarvelocity.
Fromthemeasuredlinewidth andthe line centeropticaldepthof 0.19,wecalculate
the column density of ground-stateH2D+ to be 2.3x 1013cm-2. This relatively large
+
column density compared to the expected abundance of H 3 , given the cosmic D/H ratio,
suggests significant enhancement of H2 D+. Since chemical fractionation processes for
deuterium enhancement in molecules are effective only in cold (T < 30 K) gas, it may be
that H2 D+ results from cold mantle material ablated from grains by the hot wind from
IRc2. Such an argument has been put forward by other observers to explain the high
abundance of deuterated molecules in the IRc2 "hot core".
We also searched unsuccessfully for H2 D+ in NGC 2264, a comparatively cold
source for which Phillips and coworkers in 1985 reported the detection of a weak line at
372 GHz, the frequency of the lowest ortho-species transition of H2 D+. Subsequently,
more sensitive observations of the 372 GHz transition by van Dishoeck and coworkers in
1992 from the CSO and Pagani, Wannier, and Frerking in 1992 from the KAO have
failed to confirm the initial tentative detection of the 372 GHz line. Consequently, our
detection of a 1370 GHz absorption line in M42/IRc2 is now the only viable candidate
for H2 D+ in the interstellar medium. Given the difficulty of detecting the higher excita-
tion 372 GHz line (because proton exchange likely keeps the ortho- and para-species
energetically coupled), the next best way of "confirming" our line is to look for similar
absorptions in the spectra of other strong continuum sources embedded in dense molecu-
lar clouds.
(B) Search for the H3 0+ Fundamental at 984 GHz
A search for the 984 GHz transition of the hydronium ion, H3 O+, was finally com-
pleted in a carry-over flight in Dec., 1990. The Orion/IRc2 region and W3 were the prin-
cipal sources observed. Emission from the IRc2 region had earlier been reported from
the lowest lying para-state transition at 307 GHz and more recently from the next highest
para-transition at 364 GHz. In our observations no emission from the ortho-state funda-
mental at 984 GHz was detected, with an upper limit to the integrated intensity of
- 1 x 10 -5 ergs cm -2 s-1 sr -1 (assuming a 10km s-l linewidth as seen in the other transi-
tions). Considering the fact that the H3 O+ line is near a strong atmospheric water vapor
line, this is a good limit for a line at 984 GHz with state-of-the-art receiver noise tem-
peratures of 8000 K (SSB). The significance of our non-detection is now being evaluated
in light of some very recent measurements on the spatial distribution of the higher excita-
tion lines done by Caltech investigators at the CSO. Although the non-detection of the
984 GHz line might help constrain the density in the H3 O+ line formation region, any
limit must be relaxed because of the uncertain effects of beam dilution for this particular
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transition. As a guide,recentobservationsof the 307GHz and364 GHz lines showthat
theemissionis confinedto a -20"region, whereastheKAO beamat 984GHz is closerto
80"(FWHM).
(C) CO J=9-8 Line Radiation in Southern Sources
In March, 1991, we participated in the Southern Skies Expedition of the Kuiper
Observatory to Christchurch, New Zealand. The primary goal of our flight program was
to observe the J=9-8 rotational line of 12CO and 13CO in the Large Magellanic Cloud and
selected high density molecular clouds observable only from the Southern Hemisphere.
The high spectral resolution of our infrared heterodyne spectrometer is comparable to
that of the millimeter-wave line receivers, which allows us to make specific comparisons
with lower-J CO line profiles.
The LMC is known to have a low metallicity relative to the galaxy, and therefore
the ultraviolet flux from newly formed stars can penetrate far deeper before being
attenuated by dust than is the case in our own galaxy. The previously observed low
intensity of CO radiation from the LMC has been attributed both to the relatively lower
abundance of C and O, and also to the enhanced photodestruction of this molecule by UV
radiation. Our upper limit to the J=9-8 intensity in N159 in the LMC shows that the
beamfilling factor of dense molecular gas is much less than that in equivalent clouds in
our own galaxy, consistent with this scenario. The J=9-8 CO observations of the LMC
were analyzed and published with the C II work from the previous year.
Our observations of the J=9-8 lines of IZco and 13CO were more fruitful in the
dense clouds G333.6-0.2, RCW 57, M42, and NGC 2024. We find the 12CO line to be
significantly optically thick in all the detected sources. In G333.6-0.2 it's at least a "_of
10, if the 12C/13C isotopic ratio is >30. A similar result was seen previously in the
Northern Hemisphere sources W3, MI7, DR 21, and W51. Note that only a modest
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detection of the CO line is needed to establish the -CO opUcal depth. The CO J--9-8
line is more difficult to detect than some of the higher-J 13CO lines, because it falls in the
wing of a strong atmospheric water line where the transmission is at best only 50%.
The relatively high lZco optical depth may seem somewhat surprising, given the
a_
relatively low line intensities that were observed: T A - 10-20 K. The gas must be either
cold, significantly clumped, or more likely both. A full analysis of the Southern CO data
is now in progress in concert with subsequent observations of higher J. The main import
seems evident already.: when averaged over our 1.4" beam, much of the emission in the
J=9-8 transitions of lZco and 13CO appears to originate in the dense regions of the
clouds with the same moderate excitation temperatures (Tex-50 K) seen in the low-J
transitions. Although the J=9-8 data suggest that up to -20% of the observed emission
may originate in hotter material, there is no strong evidence for large scale distributions
of hot gas (T>200 K) from observations of CO lines at wavelengths > 280 l.tm. This con-
clusion is at variance with the interpretation of the lZco J=7-6 line observed by other
investigators, who suggested that the J=7-6 line is an adequate indicator for the PDR
component. To unambiguously detect the hotter gas thought to be a significant com-
ponent of photodissociation regions, we must re-observe these sources in CO lines with
J> 11. That is what we did in subsequent observations of some Northern Hemisphere
clouds in August, 1991 (see following section).
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(D) CO 12-11 and CO 14-13 Line Radiation
In August, 1991, we observed the J=12-11 and J=14-13 rotational lines of IZco in
W3, M17, W51, DR 21, and W49. We had previously observed the lZco J=9-8 line in all
these sources and the 13CO J=9-8 line in all but W49. The linewidths of the J=12-11 and
J=14-13 lines are typical of those seen in lower-J observations, and identify the emission
as emanating from gas which is not likely shock excited, and therefore presumably the
photodissociation component [2]. For W51 our J=14-13 and J=12-11 spectra showed
similarly narrow lines, about 10km s-1 (FWHM). No evidence was seen for a broad
component of 70 km s -l linewidth in W51 IRS 2 or 90 km s-I linewidth in W51 Main, as
reported by Jaffe and others in 1987 from Fabry-Perot observations of the J= 16-15 transi-
tion. The discrepancy is significant, because of the inference of shock activity that broad
profiles suggest.
For the 5 sources we observe, the 0=14-13)/0=12-11) line intensity ratios indicate
excitation temperatures > 150 K. The lower limit applies to LTE excitation, which is
most likely not the case for high-J CO in these sources. Detailed statistical equilibrium
calculations are in progress to define the excitation temperature and density of the gas
more accurately. Regardless, the temperatures indicated are consistent with the values of
200-300 K predicted for the PDR component by Tielens & Hollenbach in 1985. It would
be very helpful to have additional data on the weaker 13CO lines in order to estimate
column densities of hot gas and to pin down the l Zco optical depths. Supporting obser-
vations of this type were planned for FY92 so that sufficient constraints would be in
place to make a definitive interpretation of the data.
(E) Guest Investigator's Flights
There were four guest investigator flights scheduled in FY91, but only one flown.
That flight was in August, 1991 for J. Keene (Caltech) and collaborators, during which
the 158 I.tm fine structure line of ionized carbon was mapped across a number of ioniza-
tion fronts in selected galactic molecular clouds. Three other GI flights were deferred to
FY92 (see below).
II. FY92 Results
In FY92 the spectrometer was flown successfully in three flight series: 3 G.I. flights
for J. Keene (Caltech) in October-November 1991, 3 flights in New Zealand in April
1992, and 2 flights from Moffett Field in September 1992. The GI flights for J. Keene
were for observations of 158 _m C II primarily in the Orion region. These data were
eventually analyzed and published by us [11], and the results are discussed later in this
report.
In April 1992 we participated in the Southern Skies Expedition to Christchurch,
New Zealand. Our primary goal was to observe the C II line in the Small Magellanic
Cloud and selected high density clouds. Unfortunately, no data on the SMC were taken
because of telescope system problems. Good data, however, were obtained on all 3
secondary sources: NGC 6334, RCW 57, and Sgr B2.
NGC 6334 and RCW 57 were mapped with dozens of spectra each. Sgr B2 was
observed at the (N), (M), and (S) continua peaks, where strong emission was detected at
+68 km s -l Vis r. TheVlsr, and strong absorption seen from foreground gas at 7 km s-I
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absorptioncomponentis likely optically thick.
The CII observationsof NGC 6334wereanalyzedandpublished[6]. Theobserva-
tionscomprised20 locationsspacedat 1 arcmin intervalsalonga line running NE-SW
throughthefive majorpeaksof activity (FIR 1- FIR V). In addition, five positionswere
observedin a cross-scanthoughFIR I. Thehigh spectralresolutionof thedataallowsa
direct velocity comparisonwith millimeter wavelinesandhydrogenrecombinationdata.
Thereis a generalcorrelationbetweentheCII emissionandthat of warm dustandCO,
aswouldbeexpectedfor phenomenaall associatedwith starformation. Nevertheless,no
small scalecorrelationwas found.The CII excitationtemperatureis higher than that of
either dust or CO. The observedlines profiles were complex, with evidenceof self-
absorptionand additionalemissionfrom ionized carbonin H II regions. It appearsthat
the photodissociationregion, ionized gasregion, and colder more tenuousmaterial all
contributeto the observedC II emission.Without the high velocity resolution of the
heterodynespectrometer,the respectivecontributionsof thesedifferentdynamicalcom-
ponentswouldbedifficult to unravel.
Themain goalof our NorthernHemisphereobservationsin FY92 wasto detectthe
1631.tmOH line simultaneouslywith theJ=16-15line of 12COandmap their intensities
alonga stripcenteredat M42/IRc2 betweenH2peak 1andH2peak2. This wasaccom-
plishedasproposedduringa2-flight seriesin September1992.
As expected,the 163_tmOH emissiondoesnot showthepronouncedabsorptionat
5 km s-l Vlsr that wasseenin thecorresponding119I,tmOH line (BetzandBoreiko, Ap.
J. Lett., 1989).We want to know whetherthe spatialdistribution of the OH emission
matchesthat of the CO, and hencecould be a productof shock-excitation.Our earlier
119p.mresultsindicatedthis wasnot thecase.The newdataarecurrentlybeinganalyzed
with a complexcomputercodethat realisticallymodelsthe gasexcitationunderoutflow
conditions.This is discussedfurther in the following sectionthat describesFY96-FY98
activities.
In FY92 the 12COJ=16-15line wasalsodetectedin W3, W51,M17, andDR21. In
all casesthe peakline intensitieswereTr=2 K to 4 K, and the linewidthswere 10-20
km s-l, with M17's beingthewidest. It is now obviousthat mostof thehigh-JCO emis-
sion is producedby UV- andnot shock-excitationin thesesources.This conclusioncon-
tradicts earlier interpretationsbasedon the much broader linewidths reported from
Fabry-Perotobservationson the KAO. Examplesof thesedatawith discussionarepro-
videdin reference[2].
FY93 and FY94 Results
Although 5 flights were awarded for FY93, none were actually flown. Three flights
scheduled for February 1993 were canceled because of aircraft unavailability. These
flights were carried over to FY94 and successfully flown in January 1994. Two flights
planned for New Zealand in mid-May 1993 were canceled due to illness of the P.I. team.
These latter two flights were not carried over to FY94.
A total of 7 flights were scheduled for our spectrometer in January 1994. Five of
these were "make-ups" for flights not flown in FY93:3 for the Betz/Boreiko P.I. group
and I each for the Tielens/Skinner/Justtanont and the Langer/Frerking G.I. groups. Two
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FY94flightswerealsoflown for theSaykallyG.I. group.
Betz and Boreiko observedthe J=14-13lines of 12COand 13COat 184_tmand
194ktm,respectively,at a numberof positionsin the sourcesW3, M42, andNGC 2024.
From theline intensityratiosandthefact thatthe line profilesarecompletelyresolvedat
0.3 km/s resolution, the optical depth of 12COemissioncan be deducedfor both the
quiescentandtheshock-excitedgas.
The Saykallygroupsearchedfor the 158_m Q(4) transitionof the C3moleculein
W3 andM42. Although theexpectedsensitivitieswereachieved,no emissionor absorp-
tion wasdetectedat the line frequency.In a subsequentflight from New Zealand, the
R(2) line of C3wasdetectedin absorptionin SgrB2. ThisresultwaspresentedattheAir-
borneAstronomySymposium[4].
TielensandJusttanontusedour instrumentto observethe289_m J=9-8and 184ktm
J=12-11linesof lZco in a numberof late typestars,includingIRC+10216.The J=12-11
line wasdetectedin IRC+10216,but theJ=9-8wasnot, probablybecauseof beamdilu-
tion. Thedataweremodeledwith a computercodefor masslossfrom AGB stars,andthe
resultspresentedat the 1994Airborne AstronomySymposium[5] andin a refereedpub-
lication [14].
A flight to observetheJ-9-8 CO line in galacticmolecularcloudsfor guestinvesti-
gatorsLangerandFrerking (JPL) wasabortedin February,1994,becauseof problems
with the telescopedoor.This flight was rescheduledand flown in March, 1994,from
New Zealand.The 12COJ=9-8line at 1037GHz wasdetectedfrom multiple positionsin
6 molecularcloud sources:Orion IRc2, Orionbar, OMC 2, OMC 3, Mon R2, andthe P
Oph dark cloud. The data is in the hands of the guest investigators, and we are unaware
of its status.
FY95 Results
(A) Ol at 63 _tm
In 1995 we made a major effort to extend the capabilities of our spectrometer to
63 _tm, so that we could observe the ground-state fine structure line of neutral oxygen.
Our first priority was the mixer, for which we developed a high-order corner reflector
mount [7, 10]. This development was successful, and a fully resolved spectrum of the
neutral oxygen line was obtained for Orion M42 in flights from Hawaii in September,
1995 [9]. The 4.7 THz line frequency is the highest yet observed with a Schottky diode
heterodyne receiver. By comparing the peak antenna temperature of the OI line with
that of CII (also taken with this heterodyne spectrometer), we can constrain the g_
kinetic temperature to be 175-220 K, and the gas density to be greater than 2 x 105 cm
in the observed region. The 6.8 km s-l linewidth (FWHM) for the O I line indicates some
broadening due to optical depth effects. The significance of the O I detection lies in the
constraints it places on the gas temperature for the photodissociation region. With this
temperature and other data from isotopic ionized carbon, we can estimate the 12C/13C
isotopic ratio for atomic gas.
Data on C II emission from M42 were available from flights taken in 1990 and
1991. The data clearly show emission from 13C II. Before we could estimate the 12C/13C
isotopic ratio, however, we needed to have a clear understanding of the line center opti-
cal depth of the 12C II line. The kinetic temperature data derived from the O ! data (see
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above)allowsusto derivethepeakCII optical depthto beabout 1.2. From this andthe
observed12C/13Cline intensityratio,we thenget [rZc]/[13C]=58,which agreesvery well
with the valueobtainedfrom a relationshipbetweenthe isotopicratio andthe Galacto-
centricdistancederivedfrom CO measurements[11].
(B) HD at 112 gm
Although H 2 and HD have both been detected at UV wavelengths from the diffuse
gas in the foreground of bright stars, and the quadrupole lines of H 2 have been seen in
emission at infrared wavelengths from shock- and UV-heated gas, HD has not yet been
detected in dense clouds, and only an upper limit for its abundance is available. The D/H
ratio is an important cosmological parameter, and its measurement is motive enough for
searching for HD. The best lines to look for are the transitions between the lowest rota-
tional levels. Although HD has a weak dipole moment of 8.8 x 10-3 D, the relatively
large column density expected in dense clouds should make the line detectable.
In our last flight series in September, 1995, we searched for the J=l transition of HD
at 1121am toward the Orion nebula. The D/H ratio in regions of star formation is an
important parameter for evaluation of models of galactic chemical evolution. While ini-
tial examination of our data shows no strong HD emission, more detailed analysis is
required to obtain a stringent upper limit to the HD abundance toward IRc2. We antici-
pate that the data should allow us to reach a fractional abundance of D of better than the
interstellar value of 10-5. Detailed modeling of the line profile for both shock and UV
excitation conditions will be required to assess the implications of the derived limit to the
line integrated intensity.
III. FY96, FY97, and FY98 Results
After September, 1995, we have been continuing the analysis of our KAO data under a
no-cost extension, which terminated on Jan. 31, 1998. A number of projects have been
completed and published, while other work is partially done but will be completed using
other funding.
(A) Far-Infrared Spectroscopy of NGC 3576 (RCW 57)
An analysis of our far-infrared observations of NGC 3576 was published in 1997
[12]. NGC 3576 is one of several components of the RCW 57 H II complex and is a
region of active star formation. From analysis of the 158 gm C II data along with that of
12CO J=9-8, J=12-11, and J=17-16 and 13CO J=9-8, we find that the high-J CO emission
arises from a spatially compact region near the infrared p.eak that can be characterized by
a kinetic temperature near 150 K and a density > 5 x 105 cm -3 . The lZco J=9-8 line is
found to be optically thick and arises from a more extended cool region with Tki n = 60 K.
The increase in excitation temperature with rotational level of CO suggests that the ioniz-
ing source is located behind much of the molecular cloud. Less than 1% of the molecular
cloud is found in the warm PDR and cloud interface region. The C II fine structure emis-
sion is intense over more than a 4" square and shows a central "self-absorption" feature at
many locations. This absorption may be an effect of a cooler or less dense component of
ionized gas associated with the foreground molecular cloud.
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(B) The Photodissociation Region of NGC 7023
Our collaboration with J. Keene (Caltech) led to a combined publication on carbon
observations in NGC 7023 [13]. KAO observations of C II at 158_tm were combined
with CSO observations of C I and high-J CO to study the photodissociation region (PDR)
associated with the reflection nebula NGC 7023. From limited mapping, the ionized car-
bon appears to be in part associated with the H I region - inside and at the edges of the
ionization cavity around the illuminating star HD 200775. Neutral carbon and '-'CO J=3-
2 emission are closely associated in the neutral molecular region outside the cavity.
Higher excitation CO emission from J=6-5 is seen around the rim interface. The com-
plete data set was compared with predictions from a PDR model calculation. One of the
results is that a second PDR region appears to have been created at the surface of the
molecular cloud by scattered radiation from HD 200775. This second PDR produces a
layer of atomic carbon at the surface of a sheet, which increases the predicted [C]/[CO]
abundance ratio 10 %, close to the observed value.
(C) Multitransition Studies of High-J CO
The CO molecule is uniquely suited as a probe of physical conditions in molecular
clouds because it is abundant, durable, and has many transitions energetically accessible
at temperatures typical of these regions. Since CO has a relatively low permanent dipole
moment of 0.1 D, the small critical density for collisional excitation for the lower J levels
(J < 7) ensures that these levels are usually in LTE, rendering interpretation of intensities
relatively straightforward. The microwave transitions of CO (J=l-0 and J=2-1) have
been observed for many years with ever smaller beamsizes, and such studies have given
valuable information on the physical conditions, spatial distribution, and dynamics of
cool material in molecular clouds. Because of the abundance of CO, these lines are
almost always optically thick in dense clouds, and thus probe mostly their peripheries.
.. . 13 •
Complementary observations of the equivalent trans_tlons in the less abundant C lsoto-
pomer then give column densities of cool material through the cloud.
(1) High-J CO in W3, W51, M17, and DR 21
The higher J transitions occurring in the submillimeter and far infrared selectively
probe hotter and denser gas. We obtained spectrally resolved profiles of the LZc J=9-8
and 13C J=9-8 transitions in four dense galactic molecular clouds using the KAO.
Analysis of these data showed that much of the J=9-8 radiation could be produced from
the relatively cool (Tex = 50 K) gas that is seen in the lower-J transitions. However, for
all the sources observed (W3, W51, M17, DR 21), there was some contribution from a
second gas component with either higher density or higher temperature than that produc-
ing the J=l-0 line. Unfortunately, the KAO diffraction-limited beam size at the CO
jnine frequency is 80" so that this second component was significantly beam-diluted.
Therefore, we have extended our CO observations to higher-J, where the beam size is
smaller, and the contribution from the cool quiescent gas becomes minimal.
Since the heterodyne spectrometer is fundamentally a rather narrow-band instru-
ment and a large change in operating frequency requires a considerable amount of time,
obtaining spectra for several CO transitions requires multiple flights. We have new
results for the four sources listed above in the lZc J=12-11, J=14-13, and J=16-15 transi-
tions and, for W3, in the 13C J=14-13 line. Figure 2 of reference [2] (see Appendix 2)
shows the 12C spectra obtained at W3 IRS 5. It is immediately obvious that the CO lines
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arenarrowwith FWHM < 10km/s.This is the casefor all four sources,in disagreement
with the 70km/s FWHM derivedfor theW51 J=16-15line by Jaffe,Harris, andGenzel
(1987).Ourdatashowthat thegasis heatedthroughUV radiationandthat high velocity
shocksdo not appearto be presentin theseregions,contrary to earlier interpretations
basedon lower resolutionobservations.The lines areevennarrowerthan thoseseenin
12CJ=l-0 line from thequiescentmolecularcloudor in the 158_tmfine-structureline of
CII from thePDRwith a similar beamsize. This showsthatthe dense,warm partof the
molecularmaterialadjacentto the PDRis compactandhasa smallervelocity dispersion
than thecoolercloud or the PDR. There is a strongdynamicalassociation,however,as
shownby theidenticalVls r values for the high and low J CO and the C II lines.
Simple comparison of the relative peak intensities in the three transitions shown in
Figure 2 gives a lower limit to the kinetic temperature of 200 K. This estimate is
obtained under the very unlikely assumption of LTE and equal beam filling for all the
observed lines. For the analysis of the CO data up to J=9-8 presented by Boreiko and
Betz (1991), a single-component non-LTE large velocity gradient model was developed
using levels up to J=17. This model needs to be extended to higher J and, possibly, to
two components for the analysis of the present data. Since the 12C J=9-8 line is known to
be optically thick, it is likely that the J=12-11 line might also have moderate thickness.
Then the decrease in intensity with J could reflect subthermal excitation as well as a
decrease in optical depth, and the temperature of the emitting region could be consider-
ably higher than the lower limit given above. In the absence of shock heating, the tem-
perature of this molecular gas cannot exceed that of the PDR, typically calculated to be
300 K in models. Higher temperatures deduced from the CO data would then have
immediate significance to parameters, such as photoelectronic heating efficiency, impor-
tant to PDR models.
(2) High J CO in M42
The structure and physical conditions of the IRc2 region of Orion have been
significantly affected by mass outflow and shocks. Spectra taken toward IRc2 show
several coexisting components: a ridge of quiescent molecular gas, an H II region with an
associated PDR, a compact "hot core" with high density and moderate temperature, a
low-velocity 18 km/s outflow, and high-velocity shock-excited gas. All five of these are
characterized by different densities, temperatures, and dynamical conditions, and a
proper understanding of the IRc2 region requires that these be treated individually. Such
a task is clearly impossible with integrated intensity measurements obtained with
moderate beamsizes. The beam of the KAO in the far infrared is 30" at 100 p.m, which
is too large to isolate the hot core or to delineate the other components spatially. That
feat will only be possible with a larger telescope such as SOFIA, or interferometrically.
However, different gas components can be distinguished by their Doppler velocity
characteristics. The outflows produce much broader emission than any of the other gas
components, while the Vls r centroids for the hot core and PDR emission are quite dif-
ferent (5.0 km/s versus 8.5 km/s ). The quiescent molecular ridge gas cannot be dis-
tinguished from the ionized and PDR material spectrally, but the different excitation con-
ditions extant in the two regions allow reasonable estimates for the source of observed
narrow emission to be made.
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Our previousKAO observationsof theJ=22-21line of CO towardIRc2showedthat
the emissionarisesin gas with Tkin=600K. Two componentscould be clearly dis-
tinguished,with thewider onemostlikely producedby swept-upmaterialbehinda shock
front, andthe narrowoneoriginating in a thin layerat the leadingedgeof the shock. In
orderto relatethis high-temperaturemissionto thequiescentgasseenin low-J CO data,
we haveobserveda rangeof transitionsfrom 12COJ=9-8to J=16-15and 13COJ=9-8to
J=14-13. As discussedpreviously for W3 and the other "summer" sources,the J=9-8
emissionis largely attributableto the samemolecularmaterialas is tracedin the J=2-1
andJ=l-0 CO lines. Fromcomparisonsof our J=14-13lZco and 13COdatafrom IRc2,
we cancalculatethe optical depthin the 12COline andestimatetheexcitationtempera-
ture and minimum density in the emitting region. It is clear, however, that there is a
significant thermal gradientwithin the region, especially in the vicinity of the shock
front, and that a single density and temperaturemodel is completely inadequate.
Analysisof the line profilesover therangeof transitionswhichwe haveobservedshould
give a bettermeasurementof the density, sincesubthermalexcitationbecomesincreas-
ingly important at higher J. In addition, we will be ableto constructa more detailed
model incorporatingrealistic thermalgradients,given theconstraintsimposedby all the
observedprofiles. The high signal to noiseratio of the spectrashouldalsopermit us to
deducean associationbetweendynamicandthermalpropertiesof thevariousgascom-
ponents,andperhapsto betterconstrainourknowledgeof thecharacteristicsof theshock
in thisregionof Orion.
We havealsodonelimited mappingof the OrionPDR in the 12C0 J=9-8 line. This
transition was chosen because it has low enough excitation to be observable in the quies-
cent molecular cloud, but also is sensitive to hotter material such as that in the shocked
gas. The dramatic changes in observed lineshapes between IRc2 and the bar region 3"
away reflects the different heating mechanisms prominent in the two locations. At IRc2,
a shock plays a major role in the dynamics of the gas, whereas the bar is a UV-heated
PDR and no outflows are present. Once we have used the information contained in the
line profiles at IRc2 to isolate the spectral signatures and relative contributions of several
gas components, we will be able to utilize the spatial information to trace the physical
extent of these components and to improve our understanding of the interactions between
them. Preliminary analysis of the maps suggests that most of the warm material in the
Orion region is quiescent and associated with PDRs rather than with shocks. Although
our mapping is more limited than that available at higher frequencies with incoherent
spectrometers, the information contained is unique in that we can distinguish the relative
importance of different dynamical regimes. This is impossible if only integrated inten-
sity maps are available.
(3) OH in M42
Emission from the far infrared rotational lines of OH near IRc2 has generally been
interpreted as coming from shock-excited material. Hydromagnetic shock models
predict an OH abundance enhancement of about a factor of 25 in the postshock material
relative to the cooler gas downstream. This increased abundance along with the high
density and temperature in the shocked region suggests that strong OH emission should
be present. Both the intensities and profiles of the OH lines reflect physical conditions,
such as the density, temperature, and dynamics, within the emitting region.
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Severaltransitionsin both the 21"-[1/2and 21-I3/2 ladders of 16OH have previously been
observed with velocity resolution up to 24 km/s. This resolution was sufficient to obtain
an approximate measurement of the width of the broad shock-excited component but not
to determine the detailed line profile. Comparison of the relative intensities of various
transitions suggested that the ground state 119 _tm transition was too weak relative to the
other lines measured for a single-component model to be valid. Even with several gas
components in the model, the calculated profile and central Vls r of this line were not in
good agreement with the data. Our subsequent heterodyne measurements with 0.6 km/s
resolution showed the presence of strong absorption in the blueshifted half of the 119 t.tm
line, probably caused by OH in the expanding postshock gas which has density too low to
populate the upper state of the observed transition. This absorption provides a simple
explanation for the apparently low integrated intensity in this line relative to that in other
OH transitions.
We have recently observed the 163 I.tm transition of OH (which terminates at the
lowest rotational level of the 2II1/2 ladder) at high spectral resolution. The profile of this
line might be expected to show absorption similar to that seen in the 119 _m transition,
depending upon the strength of the "cross-ladder" interactions. We were able to observe
the 163 _tm line of OH simultaneously with the lZco J=16-15 line in opposite sidebands
of the spectrometer. The CO and OH emission profiles are very similar. This is
significant in that our multitransition study of CO shows that this radiation.arises from
several physical components of the gas, not just primarily from the shocked region.
Therefore the OH also is not confined to the shocked and post-shocked gas. The very
different line shapes of the 119 I.tm and 163 _tm transitions will require detailed modeling
to reproduce, and should give considerable insight into the physical conditions of the
OH-emitting and absorbing regions. We were also able to make a limited map simul-
taneously in the 163 lam CO and OH lines. Comparison of the spatial distribution of the
CO and OH, with no differential pointing uncertainty, will give more information on the
relative importance of the shocked gas in producing or enhancing OH emission.
We are currently analyzing all the OH data with a new radiation transfer code for an
expanding spherically symmetric source. This geometry, which is appropriate for the
Orion outflow source responsible for much of the shock-excited gas in this region, should
give us more realistic modeling of the OH line profiles. A manuscript detailing our con-
clusions should be available by the end of calendar 1998.
As a final comment, we wish to express our gratitude to the NASA Ames based
staff of the Kuiper Airborne Observatory, whose efforts, often beyond the call of duty,
ensured that this facility was always at the forefront of infrared astronomy. The success
of the flight program described above is to a large extent the result of their efforts. As
NASA moves on to SOFIA, we can only hope that the new staff and crew will be able to
maintain the fine tradition of the KAO.
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